
RULES IN TECHNICAL WRITING

Rules For Technical Writing. 1. Know your purpose. 2. Know your audience. 3. Write in a clear, conversational style. 4.
Be direct, concise, specific, and consistent.

And then, this one: do you need to? Take care of technical terminology and pick one term. Also, stay away
from proprietary words that may baffle your audience and the end-users. Plus, after your user manual gets
distributed to the end users, make sure to always keep communication channels open. Practice shows that it is
much better to create one tutorial demonstrating how to work with the main features instead of trying to find
resources for hundreds of help topics where, in the end, half would be of poor quality, and the other half would
never be used by anyone. Cut the fluff Flowery, vague language is fluff also. As there are various chances of
bright future growth, you need to practice the above mentioned rules in a successful manner. Recognize the
difference between a legitimate de jure rule and a bad de facto custom. This tip comes from the prolific author
Stephen King, and people seem to enjoy reading his writing. Use a diverse way to convey your intended
message by getting out from boring paragraphs and other textual information. If your email is referencing a
past email, or other document, include it in the communication. Correlative Conjunctions â€” Is a relationship
between items in a specific part of speech. You might find out that some functionality is gaining popularity,
and its description needs to be more detailed. Does the documentation takes care of special needs of a
percentage of audience, such as color blindness? Make sure any time you mention a weekday or month, follow
it with the exact date. You go to their documentation portal and start researching. So, Decide how to refer to
the product. As you can tell from this article, contractions, like using first person, have been lax even in formal
writing. So if you find certain things to be mere customary as they have been passed from generations of
writers, whereas its incorrect and is not a proper usage. There should be a space between paragraphs. Do not
indent paragraphs. Use a ranking mechanism to differentiate types of severities Danger Warning or Caution or
Attention Note Make hazard visually clear by placing it at the right place. Good Luck with your technical
writing! Is the information misleading or ambiguous? Think about the way people need information text,
non-text. Last night we went to the movies; we will stay home tonight. So Keep it simple and short KISS
Common flufffs: hidden strong verbs unnecessary passive voice So, these golden rules are intended to provide
a user centric approach to documentation, help to justify editorial choices, and provide the analytic decision
tree for all projects. Example: I went to the store, and I bought bread. Are you adapting yourself to the type of
audience.


